
Book Choices 2019 
Read the descriptions below and circle your top two choices.  Keep in mind the Lexile level of each book.  “Lexile” is the 

term used to determine the difficulty of a text.  A typical 9th grade Lexile ranges from about 800-1100, depending on the 

content of the text.  You are ALL capable of reading any of these selections, so please do not let a Lexile level discourage 

you.  If you are concerned about a particular text, please do not hesitate to ask about it. Students who does not acquire 

their assigned books will be assigned a class copy of a teacher-selected text.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Impossible Knife of Memory  

        For the past five years, Hayley Kincaid and her father, Andy, have been on the road, never staying long in one place 

as he struggles to escape the demons that have tortured him since his return from Iraq. Now they are back in the town 

where he grew up so Hayley can attend school. Perhaps, for the first time, Hayley can have a normal life, put aside her 

own painful memories, even have a relationship with Finn, the hot guy who obviously likes her but is hiding secrets of his 

own. Will being back home help Andy’s PTSD, or will his terrible memories drag him to the edge of hell, and will drugs 

push him over? 
 

Positive  
 

Paige Rawl has been HIV-positive since birth, but growing up, she never felt like her illness defined her. On an 

unremarkable day in middle school, she disclosed to a friend her HIV-positive status—and within hours the bullying 

began. From that moment forward, every day was like walking through a minefield. Paige was never sure when or from 

where the next text, taunt, or hateful message would come. Then one night, desperate for escape, fifteen-year-old Paige 

found herself in her bathroom, staring at a bottle of sleeping pills. That could have been the end of her story. Instead, it 

was only the beginning. Paige's memoir calls for readers to choose action over complacency, compassion over cruelty—

and above all, to be Positive. 
 

I Will Always Write Back 

 It started as an assignment. Everyone in Caitlin's class wrote to an unknown student somewhere in a distant place. 
Martin was lucky to even receive a pen-pal letter. There were only ten letters and fifty kids in his class. But he was the top 

student, so he got the first one. That letter was the beginning of a correspondence that spanned six years and changed two 

lives. In this compelling dual memoir, Caitlin and Martin recount how they became best friends --and better people--

through their long-distance exchange. 
 

Boy21  
 

        Basketball has always been an escape for Finley. He lives in gray, broken Bellmont, a town ruled by the Irish Mob, 

drugs, violence, and racially charged rivalries. At home, he takes care of his disabled grandfather, and at school he’s 

called “White Rabbit,” the only white kid on the varsity basketball team. He’s always dreamed of getting out somehow 

with his girlfriend, Erin. But until then, when he puts on his number 21, everything seems to make sense. Russ has just 

moved to the neighborhood. A former teen basketball phenom from a privileged home, his life has been turned upside 

down by tragedy. Cut off from everyone he knows, he now answers only to the name Boy21—his former jersey number—

and has an unusual obsession with outer space. As their final year of high school brings these two boys together, “Boy21” 

may turn out to be the answer they both need.  

Title Lexile 

The Impossible Knife of Memory  720 

Positive  730 

I Will Always Write Back 790 

Boy 21  830 

Looking for Alaska 850 

A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier 920 

Notes from the Midnight Driver  930 

Dear Martin 990 

Whale Talk  1000 



Looking for Alaska   

        Miles Halter is fascinated by famous last words-and tired of his safe life at home. He leaves for boarding school to 

seek what the dying poet Francois Rabelais called the "Great Perhaps." Much awaits Miles at Culver Creek, including 

Alaska Young. Clever, funny, screwed-up and beautiful, Alaska will pull Miles into her labyrinth and catapult him into 

the Great perhaps. When the unthinkable happens, Chip (The Colonel) and Pudge must find out what really happened to 

Alaska the last night they saw her.  

  
A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier 

            There may be as many as 300,000 child soldiers, forced to use drugs and wield AK-47s, in more than fifty 

conflicts around the world. Ishmael Beah used to be one of them. He is one of the first to tell his story in his own words.  

In A Long Way Gone, Beah, now twenty-six years old, tells a riveting story. At the age of twelve, he fled attacking rebels 

and wandered a land rendered unrecognizable by violence. By thirteen, he’d been picked up by the government army, and 

Beah, at heart a gentle boy, found that he was capable of truly terrible acts. Eventually released by the army and sent to a 

UNICEF rehabilitation center, he struggled to regain his humanity and to reenter the world of civilians, who viewed him 

with fear and suspicion. This is, at last, a story of redemption and hope. 

Notes from the Midnight Driver 

 Sixteen-year-old Alex decides to get even. His parents are separated, his father is dating his former third-grade 

teacher, and being 16 isn't easy, especially when it comes to girls. Instead of revenge, though, Alex ends up in trouble 

with the law and is ordered to complete community service at a senior center, where he is assigned to Solomon Lewis, a 

"difficult" senior with a lot of gusto, advice for Alex, and a puzzling (yet colorful) Yiddish vocabulary. Eventually, the 

pair learn to deal with their past and each other in ways that are humorous, entertaining, and life-changing. 

Dear Martin  

        Justyce is an African American teen caught between two worlds. He knows that the education he’s receiving at a 

private school will grant him more economic opportunities; however, he begins to question the effects his private school 

education has on his own identity. Some of his classmates believe that the racial pendulum has swung too far, giving 

African Americans an unfair advantage over their white counterparts. The kids he grew up with believe Justyce has 

assimilated too much and has forgotten where he came from. He questions his blackness, his relationship with his biracial 

girlfriend, and his attraction to his white debate partner Sarah Jane. Through a series of journal entries, Justyce attempts to 

figure out his place in the world by exploring the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.. A violent altercation between a 

retired white police officer and his best friend causes Justyce to examine what it means to be an African American male in 

2017.  

Whale Talk 

T.J. Jones hates the blatant preferential treatment jocks receive at his high school and the reverence paid to the 

varsity lettermen. When he sees a member of the wrestling team threatening an underclassman, T.J. decides he’s had 

enough. He recruits some of the biggest misfits at Cutter High to form a swim team. They may not have very much talent, 

but the All-Night Mermen prove to be way more than T.J. anticipated. As the unlikely athletes move closer to their shared 

goal, these new friends might learn that the journey is worth more than the reward. 

 


